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There is a growing community of entrepreneurially-minded schools and
individual educators.

The intellectual engines of
universities are harnessed for
outcomes adjacent to
entrepreneurship such as leadership,
values, and market creation.

Targeted policy interventions
support an enabling environment
for entrepreneurs, with competitive
national strategies around priority
industry sectors.
Programmatic or collaborative
inputs support access to markets
and focus attention on
entrepreneurship development.

Entrepreneurial ecosystems are
enhanced through the
contribution of intellectual
capital, targeted policy and
programmatic interventions

Individual Development

A large pool of children from all backgrounds in primary, secondary and tertiary education
access learning on basic business skills, practice business ‘ideation/concept development’
and are inspired to be entrepreneurial leaders.

Selected group of talented teenagers with
leadership and entrepreneurial potential
emerging from socio-economic disadvantage attend high quality high schools where
they receive the academic and entrepreneurial education and inspiration they need to
fulﬁll their potential.

Selected group of likely future
business and social leaders
from all backgrounds are
educated and mentored to be
responsible, entrepreneurially
minded, ethical, and networked
trustingly with one another.

Potential leaders and
entrepreneurs are
inspired to try, and to
keep trying, to start and
build entrepreneurial
ventures and are appropriately supported when
they do (including within
larger organisations).

A trusted network
connects entrepreneurial leaders and
enables business as
a powerful and trusted force for good .

Responsible and
entrepreneurial leaders in
business and society create
social change and build fair
and effective institutions

Ideation, Concept Development, Validation, Early Stage Support, Business Skills

Proof of Concept

Business Establishment

Drive Growth/Scale

Selected risky seed and
incubation-stage ventures
prove product/market ﬁt
and earn commercial
revenues through funding,
mentorship, expertise and
life support.

Selected venture and early
growth stage business and
social ventures compete
successfully with global
alternatives and get to
break even through
funding, team-forming and
systems support.

Selected high potential
business and social
ventures can easily
access growth capital,
great networks, and
(continued) skills and
talent to drive high rates
of growth and impact.

Knowledge Production, Innovation in Targeted Enterprise Interventions, Centre of Study
for Impact Investing, Business Ethics and Employment

Our primary goal: high impact
entrepreneurs create
signiﬁcant enterprises and
inspire others

An empowered, prosperous, productively engaged African citizenry thriving in ethical societies with dignity and hope

Policy interventions support the broad uptake of entrepreneurship education in
academic institutions.

Tertiary system intellectual property
and skills are converted routinely
into entrepreneurial outcomes.

People are productively employed in meaningful work providing needed services and goods, and creating social impact

Ecosystem Development

Effective programmes respond to binding constraints in human capital
development, increasing the broad base of school-ready and education-ﬁt young
people able to overcome the structural barriers of inequality in order to prepare
for entrepreneurship education.

Knowledge Production, Innovation to Optimise, Effectiveness, Programmes Centre of Expertise

Enterprise Development

Long term constraints in human capital and structural barriers including poor entrepreneurial culture and lack of access to
ﬁnance result in low levels of responsible entrepreneurial activity and consequent high levels of unemployment and inequality

Knowledge Production, Incubation of Independent Units, Grant Making Centre of Expertise
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STRATEGY AND MAIN PROGRAMMES MAPPED TO MAIN AREAS OF TOC
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT (E2)

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT (FOUNDATION)

Funding and supporting the growth of high impact businesses created by
Fellows and other responsible entrepreneurs

Identifying and nurturing emerging entrepreneurial potential and talent in young people
while leveraging education institutions as partners

NO SELECTION
Disadvantaged young people will be helped
through systemic interventions

ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT (AGGP SA, EAST
AFRICA):
Enabling
environment-building
initiatives that support
entrepreneurial culture
and business success

SELECTION
An empowering, developmental process will result in the identiﬁcation of
dynamic, high potential young people with entrepreneurial mindsets to be
provided with more intensive support

SELF-SELECTION
Emerging and new entrepreneurs will reach out to
receive support and guidance to further their
entrepreneurial journeys

SELF-SELECTION
Established entrepreneurs will reach out for funding
and speciﬁc support in order to build their enterprises
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EARLY CHILDHOOD, PRIMARY
Preparing a broad base of
future-ready young people to
overcome the structural
barriers of inequality.

PRIMARY, SECONDARY
Preparing a broad base of
entrepreneurially-minded,
future ready young people to
overcome the barriers of
inequality.

SECONDARY, TERTIARY
Embedding entrepreneurial
learning and practice and
maximizing personal growth for
a selected group of responsible
young people with an
entrepreneurial mindset.

EARLY CAREER
Continuing entrepreneurial engagement within
the community of beneﬁciaries through
1. Ensuring an enhanced entrepreneurial
culture
2. Providing support for the ideation,
validation and creation phases
3. Providing customized programs

MID CAREER
Building scale and sustainability of
responsible, high impact entrepreneurs
(Fellows, Makers and others) who require
speciﬁc support and ﬁnancing.

KEY LEVERS

KEY LEVERS

KEY LEVERS

KEY LEVERS

1. Systemic improvement to
education and
2. Developmental support

Pipeline
Rationale

1. Systemic improvement to
education
2. Entrepreneurial thinking +
business skills (scaled)

Funda Wande

AGEC for Primary Schools

Grow Great

AGEC for High Schools

AGEC for Scholarship

1. Entrepreneurial thinking,
business skills, education
and personal mastery (direct)
2. Startup skills/IVC

Allan Gray Fellowship (Varsity Pitch)

KEY LEVERS

1.

Ideation, validation and creation

1.

Patient capital

2.

Life and start up support

2.

3.

Targeted entrepreneurial mindset
enhancement

Responsible enterprise
capacity development

3.

Support to entrepreneur

Entrepreneurial Academy

E2 Investees

Jakes Gerwel Fellowship

Inter Varsity Challenge

AGEV

Allan Gray Makers

Pathways

Impact Investing / E2 K

From democratizing entrepreneurship education in younger learners to a
highly personalized experience within the Scholarship and/or Fellowship

From pipeline-building to directed support of particular businesses that yield the highest impact via
employment, economic contribution and social value

Knowledge Production (potential for the creation of three key areas/themes of knowledge creation to ensure alignment, consistency and credibility of output)

